Statistical Learning in Persons with Aphasia: A Critical Review of Literature
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Abstract

Statistical learning is the process of discovering patterns which are present in the input. Serial Reaction Time Task (SRTT) is commonly used to study statistical learning. Recently, many studies have been conducted in aphasia literature. But it is unclear about the magnitude of learning considering the learning conditions, methodological variations and consolidation of learning in persons with aphasia when compared to neurotypical individuals. This review discusses the learning differences based on certain parameters and also suggest the possible methodological innovations in SRTT to be adopted in aphasia research.
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Introduction

Learning is a process of acquiring skills and knowledge. It is driven by a memory system, as it stores the information which is learnt and retrieves it when needed. Learning and memory systems are interconnected. The learnt knowledge in a stored form in the memory system helps to link with the new knowledge during the learning process [1].

According to Ullman’s declarative/procedural model, procedural memory and declarative memory are the two types of memory system. Neural substrates of procedural memory involve frontal/basal ganglia network and declarative memory is represented in temporal lobe structures [2,3]. Extensive research has been carried out on memory systems, mainly on declarative (explicit) types of memory systems [4,5]. Recently, studies on procedural (implicit) types of memory systems have been explored in normal and language disordered population, and particularly in aphasia [6-8].

Aphasia is an acquired language disorder resulting from brain damage which involves difficulty in understanding and production of language, reading and writing [9,10]. Persons with Aphasia (PWA) might also exhibit muscle weakness and paralysis or muscle incoordination of speech musculature, upper and lower limbs. The symptoms and the severity of the aphasia condition varies with each PWA exhibiting the condition. Few types of Aphasia condition involve lesion in temporal structures, leading to impaired declarative system outputs. The studies have proved the above statement with empirical evidence [11,12]. More research is required to confirm whether procedural or implicit system products are impaired or spared in aphasia population.

Implicit and explicit learning are often assessed using tasks that tap procedural and declarative memory systems. One of the forms of implicit learning is statistical learning [13]. Introduced the term ‘implicit statistical learning’ to cover both domains. Even though the term was combined, the term implicit learning is a broader one and statistical learning will entail inside it. Few researchers pointed out that statistical learning is synonymous to implicit learning and it is a valid and more reliable form of learning. The term statistical learning will
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be used in the article further. Tasks like Serial Reaction Time Task (SRTT), Dynamic systems control tasks [14], Artificial Grammar Learning (AGL), categorical learning, priming etc have been used in both general and aphasia research. Widely used tasks are SRTT and AGL, which are considered as paradigmatic methods to study statistical learning [15]. SRTT is the better measure of statistical learning [16]. The reasons to consider the fact that it is a better measure, learning in SRTT is more incidental than in AGL [17]; and in AGL, participants are informed about the presence of a structure, and they are asked to exploit it. SRTT is a well-established paradigm which does not require any linguistic processing, and moreover, participants with language impairments will not be precluded from their ability to complete the task.

In the standard form of SRTT, the target stimulus will appear in one of the possible locations on the display screen and corresponding key to the target location has to be pressed to give response. The target location will be in the form of rectangular or square boxes on the display screen and it is placed in the horizontal direction on the display screen (referred as horizontal variant). In another variant form, the target location can be static i.e., the stimulus will appear on the centre of the display (referred as central variant). In this central variant, where the stimuli (different colours- red, blue, green) appears at centre of the display screen, the sequence (example: red - blue -green - blue -red - green - blue - green - red) is corresponded to the response board having three or four keys with the mentioned colours. In the horizontal variant, where square boxes on the display screen are placed in horizontal direction. The deterministic (same sequence repeats after a certain number of trials) and probabilistic (some target location will be more probable than other, considering the previous locations) sequence types are used. Commonly used stimuli are asterisk, letter, words and pseudo words. The stimuli can be presented in the visual mode or in auditory mode. For example, in the auditory version, the phonemes/words and the corresponding pictures for it will be displayed for a fixed duration. Participants need to identify the picture present on the display screen depicting each word/letter that was heard and press the key on the response pad.

In the implicit condition of SRTT, the participants are not informed about the sequence structure rather it will be unbeknownst to them and no instructions are given. But in the explicit form of SRTT, the instructions will be given to the participants that they need to learn the sequence and information regarding the sequence structure and length will also be given. Studies have tried to investigate the difference about the knowledge gained from learning in both the conditions [18-21]. Irrespective of the SRTT condition used, testing the knowledge gained from the learning has been studied using various procedures like free recall, generation of sequence pattern, answering the questions regarding the SRTT etc. Extended learning time for the participants to check the performance and gain of knowledge. In addition, retention of knowledge is assessed after a few days of initial learning session [21-23].

It is well-known that PWA exhibits declarative memory or learning deficits. Alongside long-term memory, working memory is known to play a major role in learning and processing of information in day to day life. Explicit learning of sequence in SRTT is correlated to working memory [24,25]. Statistical learning would be an option for PWA, as they exhibit working memory deficits. Considerable research works have tried to assess whether statistical learning is spared or impaired in PWA. The goal of the paper is to critically review studies carried out using SRTT paradigm in PWA to discuss the learning differences in implicit and explicit condition, task designs, stimuli and participants characteristics.

Search Method

The following electronic bibliographic databases: MEDLINE, PsycINFO, Web of Science, ERIC ProQuest, PubMed and Google Scholar were searched for articles on statistical learning in aphasia. The search strategy combined keywords that relate to statistical learning and synonyms of statistical learning with terms that related to aphasia. An important criterion is that study should be carried out using SRTT and its variants (both visual and auditory forms). The search terms will be adapted for use with other bibliographic databases. The search was restricted to only English and there will be no publication year restrictions. The Boolean phrase used was ‘aphasia or stroke and (statistical or procedural or implicit or sequential or SRTT)’. This search strategy resulted in 770 search results and specifically 117 article titles were related articles. Each title of the article was read carefully and if the word SRTT was found in the title, then the abstract was read further. Hand search of articles from the reference section of the included articles and in addition review studies in line with this topic were also screened. A total of 12 articles were found, one article was eliminated as it was a duplicate. With the consensus among the two authors, a total of 11 studies were finalized for further analyses.

Analyses

After reviewing the studies, methodological and study outcome differences across the studies were noticed. Inclusionary criteria for clinical group, task design and outcome measures varied across studies. These parameters were considered for discussing aphasia and statistical learning research which have used SRTT paradigm (Table 1).

Neurotypical vs. Persons with Aphasia

Among 11 articles reviewed, nine articles have studied the learning abilities both in the clinical group and Neuro-Typical Individuals (NTI) group. In all the nine
The mic sequence as a stimulus may not be a meaningful sequence to process. In addition, PWA have difficulty in phoneme discrimination [33, 34], this might have been a contributing factor for impaired learning. Based on the findings, it is unsure to highlight the specific deficit in phonological processing in PWA. Future research can focus on using semantic and morpho-syntactic based stimuli to find the dissociation of impairment in procedural and declarative systems.

Post-Onset of Stroke

One of the inclusionary criteria of the clinical group to the experiment is post-onset of stroke based on the availability of the participants and objectives of the study. Among 11 articles, the highest post-onset time of stroke was six years and the least were within days of stroke during the acute phase. The average post-onset from the studies was around one year. Statistical learning is not dependent on post-onset of stroke. A study [32] found no correlation between post-onset of stroke and learning. Similarly, illness duration of patients with schizophrenia did not correlate with implicit learning [35].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>SRTT version</th>
<th>Post-onset</th>
<th>SRTT form</th>
<th>Explicit learning</th>
<th>Explicit Knowledge Retention of learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goschke, et al. [26]</td>
<td>Standard &amp; Variant (Auditory)</td>
<td>Average 3 months</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyd, et al. [27]</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Greater than 6 months</td>
<td>Central, colours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Subjective awareness and recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyd, et al. [18]</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>At least 6 months</td>
<td>Central, colours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Subjective awareness, recognition &amp; Recall test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyd, et al. [19]</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Greater than 6 months</td>
<td>Central, colours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Subjective awareness and recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosser, et al. [28]</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Average 3 years</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orrell, et al. [29]</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Greater than 1 year</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Generation task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schuchard &amp; Thompson [30]</td>
<td>Variant (Auditory)</td>
<td>Greater than 1 year</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Prediction task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dovern, et al. [21]</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Greater than 4 days</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Structured interview, recall test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schuchard, et al. [31]</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Average 6.8 years</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dovern, et al. [32]</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Average 4 months</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Free recall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Age and Gender

Age and Gender of PWA are also considered as factors of learning. From the 11 studies, the average age of the participants was 57.3 years. Older age of the participant was 81 years [27] and younger was 27 years [26]. It has been observed that age of the participants was not a barrier for learning. It was also found that there is no correlation between ages of the participants to general implicit learning [32]. Out of 11 studies, 10 studies have mentioned the number of male and female as PWA in the methodology. A total of 86 males and 52 females, showed no gender differences in learning. A study by [32] found no correlation between gender and learning abilities.

Variants of SRTT

SRTT variants like standard, auditory, AGL-SRTT variants etc have been used throughout the literature. Nine of the 11 studies have used the standard variant of SRTT. In this review, AGL paradigm and SRTT-AGL variant are not included. Equivocal results have been found on using standard SRTT i.e., PWA exhibits learning but not up to the level of NTI.

In the standard variant, non-linguistic shapes (like asterisk and other shapes), images of different colours are used as stimuli. The use of non-linguistic stimulus, due to the lack of meaningful features in the stimulus might create a difficulty in forming a representation and that leads to the added demands on processing. Studies using the standard variant have designed and used the paradigm in two ways. First, the sequence is mapped to the stimulus presentation (i.e., four squares displayed horizontally on the display screen where the stimulus will appear on one square at a time with the predefined sequence) and response key (mouse click or single response button on the keyboard). Second, the stimulus appears at the centre of the screen (with only one square) and response keys will be mapped with the features of the sequence (example, if green, yellow, blue and red are images appearing on the screen with a predefined sequence, then there will be four response buttons with the mentioned colours). In both designs i.e., central and horizontal, PWA have exhibited learning. Considering the motor abilities of PWA, touch screen mode can be used in future studies rather key presses or mouse clicks being more taxing for them. In addition, squares placed on the four quadrants of the display screen and stimulus appearing in a sequence which is called as spatial version could give a better picture of learning in visuo-spatial domain. The group differences in explicit knowledge observed in central version is of less importance compared to spatial version of SRTT [35].

Simultaneous presentation of linguistic stimuli (letters and words) in auditory and visual mode are used in some studies [26,30]. The association between auditory forms to visual can be meaningful but considering the working memory deficits in PWA, the added demands might be a contributing factor for inefficient learning of the unbeknownst sequence. PWA has exhibited learning but not to the level of NTI. Further investigations can consider the presentation of stimuli in only one mode, which can be explored whether PWA shows better learning compared to the earlier methodologies.

Implicit vs. Explicit

SRTT studies have been carried out using various methodological designs in implicit condition. Learning in implicit condition does not fetch awareness and knowledge about the learnt information but PWA has shown learning of sequences. Patients with Schizophrenia, Dementia, and Mild Cognitive Impairment have intact implicit learning though they exhibit working memory deficits.

Only five out of eleven studies have investigated learning both in explicit and implicit condition. NTI exhibited significant learning in explicit condition when compared to implicit condition. Compared to NTI, PWA showed impaired learning in explicit condition, even after getting information regarding the sequence structure prior to the task. Explicit instructions and overt strategy to learn might place demands on working memory that might be cumbersome for persons with stroke. Though PWA exhibit working memory deficits, they showed learning in implicit condition but not in explicit condition. Explicit learning is correlated to working memory [24,25].

While investigating learning in explicit condition, the researchers have carried out the task first in implicit condition and followed in the explicit condition in PWA. It was not counterbalanced because providing information of the existence of a sequence and pattern of sequence in the explicit condition would prevent subsequent learning in implicit condition. Even though the product of learning from implicit condition is not expressible, the effect of performing tasks might influence the learning in explicit condition. Further investigations should study only in explicit condition by not introducing the implicit condition in the methodology.

Declarative Knowledge

Apart from the outcome measures derived from the task, the explicit knowledge is also assessed. The knowledge gained from SRTT learning in explicit condition is called explicit knowledge. Eight of the eleven studies measured the explicit knowledge gained from learning using various procedures like subjective awareness from questionnaire, recognition/prediction, and Recall and generation test. Some studies which have carried out learning only in implicit condition has also assessed the knowledge [20,29,32]. PWA demonstrated knowledge which is reflected through the scores achieved from the tasks administered, scores are better in explic-
it condition than implicit condition and but poorer than NTI. Generation task i.e., generating the sequence within the paradigm can be utilized in the future studies.

RetentionPolicy

Five of the eleven studies assessed the retention of learning in PWA. Assessment of retention carried out after the post learning session varied from the first day to two weeks. PWA demonstrates retention of learning but not up to the level of NTI. Benefit of explicit instructions on retention of learnt information is better when compared to implicit condition of learning both in PWA and NTI. The retention of learning is dependent on various factors like interval between learning session to retention, sleep, activities that are carried out between learning and retention session, intake of medicines in persons with stroke and stimulus features. Particularly learning in implicit condition, the interval between learning session and retention session can be placed shorter to 12-hour, 24-hour, 2nd day and week after. This might give more information about the optimal performance in PWA. Future research needs to control these aspects while studying retention of learning while using SRTT and its variants in PWA.

Conclusion

The goal of the paper was to critically evaluate the parameters which revolve around the statistical learning from SRTT in implicit and explicit condition in PWA. Significant methodological differences are present in the studies that are reviewed. Investigating learning in explicit condition, number of elements in the sequence and the type of sequence (deterministic vs. probabilistic), use of response mode and maintaining the interval from learning session to retention session should be considered to find the differences in learning from SRTT paradigm. Further, this type of learning can be correlated with language competence in future research. This review has highlighted the possible methodological differences and also suggested the future directions for statistical learning research using SRTT and its variants in PWA.
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